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Initial 
questions

Does Costa Rica need a Space Policy?

Does Costa Rica need a Space Law?

Does Costa Rica need a Space Agency?

Should these include a gender considerations?



51,100 km2

4,905,769

Costa Rica 
overview

GDP (PPP)
2017 estimate

• Total
$85.781 billion

• Per capita
$17,260



Space
activities

Convention on International 
Liability for Damage Caused by 

Space Objects
29 March 1972

Agreement on the Rescue of 
Astronauts, the Return of Astronauts 
and the Return of Objects Launched 

into Outer Space
24 April 1968

Convention on Registration of 
Objects Launched into Outer Space

2010



Space Policy

 What has been done
 National Council for Space Matters in 2010

 Joined COPUOS in 2012

 “Aerospace Cluster” to promote internationally the private 
space sector in 2016

 What more should be done
 Identify areas where space related activities are already 

taking place

 Identify areas where space related activities can be useful to 
solve national challenges, including those that specially affect 
women and girls

 Identify priority areas

 Include gender perspective

 Challenges
 Political changes and lack of follow up

 "Psychosomatic underdevelopment"



Space Law

 What has been done
 Signed the Rescue Agreement and Liability Convention

 Acceded to the Registration Convention in 2010

 Creation of the National Council for Space Matters

 What needs to be done
 Studying the possibility to accede to the Outer Space Treaty, 

and ratify the other two treaties that were signed more than 
40 years ago: The Rescue Agreement and Liability 
Convention.

 Identify other legal steps that should be taken in the short 
and medium term, considering compliance with international 
law and national needs

 Challenges
 Political changes and lack of follow up

 Law making process

 "Psychosomatic underdevelopment"



Space Agency

 What has been done
 National Counsel for Space Matters in 2010

 joined COPUOS in 2012

 “Aerospace Cluster” to promote internationally the private 
space sector in 2016

 Signed the Rescue Agreement and Liability Convention

 Acceded to the Registration Convention in 2010

 What needs to be done
 Identify the needs:

 Legal?/Commercial/Promotional?

 Human resources: capacity building focused on women

 Challenges
 Budget

 Political support

 Lack of capacity

 "Psychosomatic underdevelopment"



General 
challenges

"We don't know what 
we need"

"We don't have 
the money for it"

"We can't do it"

"We don't know what 
to do"

"We (they) don't know 
how it can help"

"We don't know how 
to do it"



Middle income 
trap and 
Structural gaps

Innovation

Gender



My personal 
experience



Recommendations

 Information campaigns for general public (government, NGOs, 
Private Sector)

 Mentoring – high school and universities

 Accepting that our personal story has a value for others



"I left STEM 
but remained 
in Space"


